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Dear Principal, 
 
On the occasion of CBSERegional Level Adolescent Summit on the theme "Life Skills, Mental 
Health, Safety, Well Being and Gender Equality” and G20 State Level NEP Conference on 
10th and 11th August 2023 at Hyderabad, the active involvement of your school was praise 
worthy. I am sure that your school's dedication to holistic education and the cultivation of well
rounded individuals will immensely benefit your students.
 
The innovative displays and interactive activities that your school featured succeeded in 
captivating the attention and stimulating the thoughts of the attendees. Kindly convey my 
sincere appreciation to both the students and their mentor teachers who collaborated 
harmoniously to bring forth the exhibition on Life Skills.
 
My heartfelt congratulations to you and your
am confident that your commitment to progressive teaching methodologies will continue to 
enrich the educational experience for your students.
 
May the path you have embarked upon be illuminated with conti
for your esteemed school. 
 

 

Mr. Srikar Basava 
Dav School 
Iith Campus Kandi (V) 
Sangareddy Ts 502284 
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rounded individuals will immensely benefit your students. 

The innovative displays and interactive activities that your school featured succeeded in 
on and stimulating the thoughts of the attendees. Kindly convey my 

sincere appreciation to both the students and their mentor teachers who collaborated 
harmoniously to bring forth the exhibition on Life Skills. 

My heartfelt congratulations to you and your team for spearheading this inspiring initiative. I 
am confident that your commitment to progressive teaching methodologies will continue to 
enrich the educational experience for your students. 

May the path you have embarked upon be illuminated with continued success and achievements 

 
(Dr. Joseph Emmanuel)
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Yours sincerely, 
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